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Release Notes 
 
IQS TRUBOX™ V.2.19.3 

Features 
Activity Log 

 Added more logging support for Trugate and Child Records 
 

Advanced Email Notifications   

 Subjects can now contain data values 

 Email links will now open to record for SSO users 
 

Attachments   

 Added drag and drop functionality for record attachments 
 

Form Configuration  

 All fields defined as required will be marked with a red asterisk and bolded 
 

Inspection and SPC   

 Added Support for ADI device to Data Collection, measurement data can be entered with the 
caliper 
 

List Grid 

 Added an Excel specific exporting option 
 

Quiz 

 Added the ability to randomize quiz questions and answers 
 

Record Locking 

 Users with read only access to a record will not lock the record 

 Added a lock icon to the toolbar that will display who is locking the record 

 Added the ability to create an ‘unlock record’ action on a form rule 
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Security   

 Added the ability to have a one-to-many relationship with organizations on a record 
Supplier Access 

 Added UPDATE security access for nonconformance, Added READ and UPDATE security 
access for Submissions 
 

Tool Tip   

 Added the ability to add help text to fields, these can be defined via field properties in the form 
definition 
 

Trugate 

 Added Single User Token to restrict submission of Trugate forms more than once 
 

UI 

 The logged in user will now display as the First and Last name rather than the userid 
 
ViewPort  

 Added ViewPort, a feature that allows a user to view documents from the browser. Currently in 
Beta. Only available to hosted clients. 

 

Fixes 
Administration 

 TRUBOX-4062:  Child View Security allows duplicate records to be saved 

 TRUBOX-3873:  Missing translation in the Advanced Email Notification window title 

 TRUBOX-3871:  Missing translation in the Job Scheduler window title 
 
Children and Related 

 TRUBOX-4092:  Record links leading to child records will now open the parent record 

 TRUBOX-4090:  Copying work assignments in Nonconformance was causing the application 
to freeze 

 TRUBOX-4075:  Child tree grids not allowing a user to view a record in the maintenance form 
when the user does not have UPDATE access to the child 

 TRUBOX-3788:  Missing copy icon for Work Assignments in some areas, now supported 
across the product 

 TRUBOX-3703:  Cannot open related record leading to a child or grandchild record 
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Customer Management 

 TRUBOX-2596:  Missing Quality Costs option in Customer copy dialogue 
 

 
Form Configuration 

 TRUBOX-4142:  Form rule action Set Value (Formula) field name selection displays lookup 
fields 

 TRUBOX-4104:  Custom comments field no longer working as intended 

 TRUBOX-4054:  Non-base validators were preventing wizards from working, a popup will 
now display if there is a validator configured on the form alerting you that the wizard cannot 
be used.  Please use the form rule action ‘set field value required’ instead. 

 
General Functionality 

 TRUBOX-3230:  Record dates were being reduced by one day if logged in user was in a 
different time zone 

 
Inspection and SPC 

 TRUBOX-4114:  Deleting a Skip Lot Manager record gives a process flow error 

 TRUBOX-4025:  Inspection Plan lookup field incorrectly relates Inspection Plan sysId to the 
ProductMasterSysId 

 
List Grid and Related 

 TRUBOX-3986:  Export displays columns but no data when a sort is selected from the drop 
down 

 TRUBOX-3521:  Whenever columns are added to an existing view, it clears and resets the 
view 

 TRUBOX-3516:  Column values are not displaying immediately when adding a new column 
to the list grid 

 
Main Page and Login 

 TRUBOX-4144:  Added support for email validation across the product in out of the box 
forms 

 TRUBOX-4133:  Fixed an issue where record locks were persisting through a closed browser 
tab. 

 TRUBOX-4089:  Application does not load if user has workspaces and is using a foreign 
language 

 
Preferences 
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 TRUBOX-4116:  Change User Preferences notifications to “Only Watch Record Notifications” 
as default for all users 

 
Quality Costs 

 TRUBOX-2740:  Missing translations in Cost Category copy dialogue message 
 
 
Quality Planning 

 TRUBOX-4146:  Additional Documents do not hide, or show, based on the Step Setup 

 TRUBOX-3882:  Missing translation in the Submissions copy dialogue message 

 TRUBOX-3879:  Missing translation in the Steps Setup copy dialogue message 

 TRUBOX-2843:  Percentage complete at 0% displays double digits 
 
Supplier Quality 

 TRUBOX-4086:  Missing default Organization on insert for Supplier Communications 
 
Training 

 TRUBOX-4086:  Missing default Organization on insert for Employee Communications 

 TRUBOX-4053:  Archive Wizard freezes after entering revision information and clicking OK 

 TRUBOX-4031:  Employee ID’s not showing in Training Wizard 

 TRUBOX-2848:  Missing translation in the Quiz Change Request copy dialogue message 
 
Workspace 

 TRUBOX-4082:  Report roles not being interpreted correctly in the workspace 

 TRUBOX-4051:  Workspace is not saving after adding charts and list grids where the user 
does have permissions 

 TRUBOX-4030:  Shared workspaces are shared regardless of user’s assigned groups 


